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COVID-19:  How do we get sick?

The Virus

COVID-19:  How do we get sick?

The Virus

Virus 

Protein

COVID-19 Vaccine

The Virus

Recognition
new to everyone

who’s the guy in the green suit with orange shoes?
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COVID-19 Vaccine
The Virus

COVID-19 Vaccine

mRNA vaccine

COVID-19 Vaccine

mRNA vaccine

mRNA
set of instructions

teaches cell how to recognize the Covid virus

spike protein 

– like a toddler learning a shape
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COVID-19 Vaccine

mRNA vaccine

mRNA
set of instructions

teaches cell how to recognize the Covid virus

spike protein

the Vaccine does NOT contain the virus

You cannot “get COVID” from the vaccine

You will still test negative on rapid antigen

and PCR tests 

COVID-19 Vaccine

mRNA vaccine

mRNA
set of instructions

teaches cell how to recognize the Covid virus

spike protein

has NO interaction with your cell’s DNA

does NOT enter cell nucleus

Does NOT contain a GPS tracking device

You can’t give someone else COVID-19 from the vaccine

The vaccine does NOT contain human fetal tissue

Fetal cells were NOT used in development or production

COVID-19 Vaccine

Who should get it?

EVERYONE!!!!
Except: Kids (16 vs 19)

active infected or in quarantine

not within 2 weeks of other vaccine

prior anaphylaxis to vaccine*

Not tested/no data: pregnant, lactating

What about….

Food allergies, seasonal allergies, etc

immunosuppressed people

COVID-19 Vaccine

What are the side effects?

Pain at site

COVID-19 Vaccine

What are the side effects?

Everything else…

1st shot
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COVID-19 Vaccine

What are the side effects?

Everything else…

2nd shot

Vaccines have NOT been linked to infertility or miscarriage

No one has died from the vaccine

The anaphylaxis rate is similar to other vaccines

COVID-19 Vaccine

Pfizer vs Moderna

Both vaccines are mRNA

Both target spike protein

Both require 2 doses

Very similar side effect profiles

Pfizer vs Moderna

As of 2/21

- US administered 64,177,474 doses

- 44M one, ~20M both
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COVID-19 Vaccine

What happens next?

Can I rip off my mask and go see Grandma at the nursing home?

NO!!!!
- still need to mask / distance

- still need to protect our most vulnerable

BONUS!  No quarantine required if you have had both 

shots and then are exposed*

COVID-19 Vaccine

Common questions:

Vaccines were “rushed” through testing, are they 

really safe?

Should I get the vaccine if I’ve already had COVID-19?

How long will immunity last?

A modified version of an adenovirus (common cold virus) that usually 

only spreads among chimpanzees. 

This altered virus carries a gene from the coronavirus’ spike protein, 

which triggers an immune response. (manufacture antibodies)

How does it work?

What are side effects, can I get “chimp flu?”

Is it effective?

Virus is harmless, will not make you sick

Side effects are very similar to Pfizer and Moderna, with site pain, 

fatigue, headache, muscle pain most common

76% effective against the original strain of SARS-CoV-2

Possibly better if longer wait between shots

Unfortunately under 25% efficacy against B.1.351 variant (South Africa)

Storage – can be stored for 6 mo at normal refrigerator temps

Cost - $4 per dose verses $20 Pfizer and $33 Moderna

100% protection against severe disease, hospitalization, and death

If it is less effective, what is the benefit?

Latest news

“Oxford and AstraZeneca are now updating the vaccine so it can 

tackle the South Africa variant. The reformulated shot could be 

ready by fall. But officials in South Africa have suspended their 

rollout of the shot for now.”

“Reports of inconsistent manufacturing of the vaccine for the 

clinical trials may have muddied the results—concerns that could 

give the FDA pause when considering the vaccine for emergency 

use.

A modified version of an adenovirus (common cold virus)

J&J has used this previously for Ebola vaccine

This altered virus carries a gene from the coronavirus’ spike protein, 

which triggers an immune response. (manufacture antibodies)

How does it work?

What are side effects?

Is it effective?

Virus is harmless, will not make you sick

Side effects are very similar to Pfizer and Moderna, with site pain, 

fatigue, headache, muscle pain most common

No reports of anaphylaxis

66% effective against moderate to severe COVID-19

85% protective against the most serious symptoms

Zero hospitalizations or deaths after 28 days

60-70% efficacy against variants

May not be less effective – studies looked at different end points

Storage – can be stored for 6 mo at normal refrigerator temps

Cost - $10 per dose 

Single shot

100% protection against severe disease, hospitalization, and death

If it is less effective, what is the benefit?

Latest news

But the Food and Drug Administration is asking its independent 

advisers to publicly debate all the data behind the single-dose shot 

— just like its competitors were put under the microscope — before 

it decides whether to green light a third vaccine option in the U.S. 

The panel will meet Feb. 26.
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Protein subunit vaccines.  

Spike protein gene is inserted into a different virus (baculovirus) and 

then allowed to infect moth cells.  The moth cells make the spike 

protein, and the spike proteins are harvested from the moth cells and 

assembled into nanoparticles. The vaccine is made of these 

nanoparticles.

Same technology used for HPV vaccine.

Very high levels of antibody production being reported, and efficacy of 

89% 

How does it work?

Cost & Storage similar to J&J and AstraZeneca

If it works like protein-based vaccines for other diseases, it may create 

a group of special cells called memory B cells and memory T cells. 

These cells will retain information about the coronavirus for years or 

even decades, enabling a quick counterattack in response to a new 

infection.

Whats the benefit?
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